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GENUINELY VOLVO. UNIQUELY YOURS.

Personalize your Volvo from the ground up, bumper to bumper, inside and out.
Choose from safety, styling, technology and performance–we have something
for everyone.
This brochure highlights some of the more popular accessories for each vehicle.
To view the complete line of Volvo accessories, visit accessories.volvocars.com.
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XC90

XC90

Red Key. Limiting the car’s top speed to 75 mph by default, this
key remote is ideal for young adults that have just learned to
drive. It also limits the audio volume and sets the Adaptive Cruise
Control to the longest possible distance.

$220

Polestar (Excluding T8). Need a little extra power when entering
the highway or climbing a steep incline? Polestar is the answer.
It’s super-efficient tuning software that optimizes the engine
performance by adding more power and torque without affecting
fuel economy or the Volvo factory warranty.

$1,295

XC90
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XC90

Trailer Hitch. Integrates seamlessly with
the vehicle and has a maximum towing
weight of 5,000 lbs. When not towing,
it’s easy to remove the ball holder to
make room for an assortment of Volvo’s
hitch-mounted accessories. (Ball and Ball
Holder sold separately.)

Protective Steel Grille. With this
protective steel grille, unsecured loads are
prevented from causing harm in the cabin
when cornering or braking sharply. Easy to
remove when not in use.

$380

Load Carrier. Aerodynamically shaped
aluminum wing profile load carriers
feature T-tracks for installing Volvo roofmounted accessories.

$310

$1,025

Running Boards. Volvo integrated running boards with illumination make it easy to enter and exit the vehicle and to load the vehicle’s
roof. Made of strong aluminum for the lowest possible weight and high resistance, the surface of the running board consists of stainless
steel with anti-slip inserts, and everything is framed in a color-coded plastic panel that matches the exterior of the car. They have LED
illuminated strips on the outer edge, indicating where to place your foot while also giving the vehicle a stylish appearance. The running
board replaces the car’s standard sill moldings.

$2,225

XC90
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XC90

Mudflaps. Designed as a natural part
of the car’s wheel arch, these robust
mudflaps protect the body and side
scuff plates from mud and flying stones.
Set of two.

22” 6-Double Spoke Tech Black Matte
Alloy Wheel. Includes Summer Tires.
Set of four.

21” 10-Spoke Turbine Tinted Silver
Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels. Includes All
Season Tires. Set of four.

$4,360

$3,275

$225

XC90
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XC90

PROTECTION PACKAGE
PREMIER
Comprised of five popular
accessories including: Rubber
Floor Mats, Plastic Luggage
Compartment Mat, Rear Bumper
Protector, Locking Wheel Bolts,
and License Plate Frame.

$640
REAR BUMPER PROTECTOR

This exclusive load protection in
brushed stainless steel helps you
protect the rear bumper when loading
and unloading cargo.

RUBBER FLOOR MATS

Volvo floor mats fit perfectly and are
colored coordinated to match the interior.
They are soft and flexible, and have raised
edges all around, protecting the interior
against moisture and dirt. The driver’s
mat has a comfortable textile foot plate
that protects shoes from wear, and each
set of mats includes a tunnel mat for the
passenger compartment floor.

PLASTIC LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT

Specially designed for the rear of the
XC90, this practical, color-coordinated
molded plastic mat traps dirt and water,
and features a high-friction coating to
stop loads from sliding.

XC90
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VOLVO LICENSE PLATE FRAME

Add even more luxury to your Volvo with
the bright polished stainless steel slimline
license plate frame. It features a laser
etched Volvo logo and includes four bright
polished acorn mounting nuts.

LOCKING WHEEL BOLTS

Wheel bolts with a special lug “key” to
deter theft. Set of four.

XC60

XC60

Red Key. Limiting the car’s top speed to 75 mph by default, this
key remote is ideal for young adults that have just learned to
drive. It also limits the audio volume and sets the Adaptive Cruise
Control to the longest possible distance.

$220

Polestar (Excluding T8). Need a little extra power when entering
the highway or climbing a steep incline? Polestar is the answer.
It’s super-efficient tuning software that optimizes the engine
performance by adding more power and torque without affecting
fuel economy or the Volvo factory warranty.

$1,295

XC60
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XC60

EXTERIOR STYLING KIT
The kit features front and rear brushed stainless skid
plates, fully integrated dual split tail pipes, and a
rear color-matched lower bumper panel. Together,
these styling elements enhance the energetic and
exclusive character of the XC60, while providing a
robust powerful look.

$1,415 (without trailer hitch)
$1,765 (with trailer hitch)
DUAL SPLIT INTEGRATED TAILPIPES

FRONT BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL SKID PLATE

REAR BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL SKID PLATE

XC60
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XC60

Protective Steel Grille. The protective steel grille helps contain
cargo in the luggage area, especially when braking sharply. Folds
conveniently against the roof when not in use.

Load Carrier. Aerodynamically shaped aluminum wing profile
load carriers feature T-tracks for installing Volvo roof-mounted
accessories.

$375

$235

Trailer Hitch. Integrates seamlessly with the vehicle and has a maximum towing weight of 5,000 lbs. When not towing, it’s easy to
remove the ball holder to make room for an assortment of Volvo’s hitch-mounted accessories. (Ball and Ball Holder sold separately.)

$965

XC60
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XC60

22” 10-Open Spoke Black Diamond Cut
Alloy Wheels. Includes Summer Tires
and color-matched fender extensions.
Set of four.

22” 5-Double Spoke Matte Black
Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels. Includes
Summer Tires and color-matched fender
extensions. Set of four.

$3,995

$3,995

Mudflaps. Designed as a natural part
of the car’s wheel arch, these robust
mudflaps protect the body and side
scuff plates from mud and flying stones.
Set of two.

$175

XC60
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XC60

PROTECTION PACKAGE
PREMIER
Comprised of five popular
accessories including: Rubber
Floor Mats, Plastic Luggage
Compartment Mat, Locking Wheel
Bolts, Rear Bumpr Protector and
License Plate Frame.

$565
REAR BUMPER PROTECTOR

This exclusive load protection in
brushed stainless steel helps you
protect the rear bumper when loading
and unloading cargo.

RUBBER FLOOR MATS

Volvo floor mats fit perfectly and are
colored coordinated to match the interior.
They are soft and flexible, and have raised
edges all around, protecting the interior
against moisture and dirt. The driver’s
mat has a comfortable textile foot plate
that protects shoes from wear, and each
set of mats includes a tunnel mat for the
passenger compartment floor.

PLASTIC LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT

Specially designed for the rear of the
XC60, this practical, color-coordinated
molded plastic mat traps dirt and water
and features a high-friction coating to
stop loads from sliding.

XC60
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VOLVO LICENSE PLATE FRAME

Add even more luxury to your Volvo with
the bright polished stainless steel slimline
license plate frame. It features a laser
etched Volvo logo and includes four bright
polished acorn mounting nuts.

LOCKING WHEEL BOLTS

Wheel bolts with a special lug “key” to
deter theft. Set of four.

XC40

Red Key. Limiting the car’s top speed to 75 mph by default, this
key remote is ideal for young adults that have just learned to
drive. It also limits the audio volume and sets the Adaptive Cruise
Control to the longest possible distance.

$220

Polestar (Excluding T4). Need a little extra power when entering
the highway or climbing a steep incline? Polestar is the answer.
It’s super-efficient tuning software that optimizes the engine
performance by adding more power and torque without affecting
fuel economy or the Volvo factory warranty.

$1,295

XC40
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XC40
EXTERIOR STYLING KIT

An exclusive styling package giving the car a more elegant, robust and rugged look. Features the front brushed stainless steel
skid plate, lower door trim inlay moldings, and rear skid plate with dual split integrated tail pipes.

$2,755 (Momentum)

$2,345 (Inscription & R-Design)

FRONT BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL SKID PLATE

LOWER DOOR TRIM INLAY MOLDINGS

MOMENTUM
REAR SKID PLATE WITH DUAL SPLIT INTEGRATED TAIL PIPES

INSCRIPTION & R-DESIGN
DUAL SPLIT INTEGRATED TAILPIPES

XC40
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XC40

Protective Steel Grille. The protective
steel grille helps contain cargo in the
luggage area, especially when braking
sharply. Folds conveniently against the
roof when not in use.

Mudflaps. Designed as a natural part
of the car’s wheel arch, these robust
mudflaps protect the body and side
scuff plates from mud and flying stones.
Set of two.

$360

$165

Load Carrier. Aerodynamically shaped
aluminum wing profile load carriers
feature T-tracks for installing Volvo roofmounted accessories.

Trailer Hitch. Integrates seamlessly with
the vehicle and has a maximum towing
weight of 3,500 lbs. When not towing,
it’s easy to remove the ball holder to
make room for an assortment of Volvo’s
hitch-mounted accessories. (Ball and Ball
Holder sold separately.)

$280

$940

XC40
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21” 5-Triple Open Spoke Black
Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels. Includes
Summer Tires. Set of four.

$3,080

Roof Spoiler. This color-matched roof
spoiler features an aerodynamic sporty
design. Includes integrated brake light
and washer nozzle.

$455

XC40

PROTECTION PACKAGE PREMIER

Comprised of four popular accessories including: Rubber Floor Mats, Plastic Luggage Compartment Mat, Locking Wheel Bolts,
and License Plate Frame.

$385

PLASTIC LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT

RUBBER FLOOR MATS

Specially designed for the rear of the XC40, this practical, colorcoordinated molded plastic mat traps dirt and water and features
a high-friction coating to stop loads from sliding.

Volvo floor mats fit perfectly and are colored coordinated to
match the interior. They are soft and flexible, and have raised
edges all around, protecting the interior against moisture and dirt.
The driver’s mat has a comfortable textile foot plate that protects
shoes from wear, and each set of mats includes a tunnel mat for
the passenger compartment floor.

LOCKING WHEEL BOLTS

VOLVO LICENSE PLATE FRAME

Wheel bolts with a special lug “key” to deter theft. Set of four.

Add even more luxury to your Volvo with the bright polished
stainless steel slimline license plate frame. It features a laser etched
Volvo logo and includes four bright polished acorn mounting nuts.

XC40
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V60

Red Key. Limiting the car’s top speed to 75 mph by default, this
key remote is ideal for young adults that have just learned to
drive. It also limits the audio volume and sets the Adaptive Cruise
Control to the longest possible distance.

$220

Polestar (Excluding T8). Need a little extra power when entering
the highway or climbing a steep incline? Polestar is the answer.
It’s super-efficient tuning software that optimizes the engine
performance by adding more power and torque without affecting
fuel economy or the Volvo factory warranty.

$1,295

V60
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V60

EXTERIOR STYLING KIT

The kit features bottom sill moldings, deflectors and double integrated dual split tail pipes with diffuser. Together, these styling
elements enhance the energetic and exclusive character of the V60, while providing a robust powerful look.

$1,775 (Momentum)

$1,520 (Inscription and R-Design)

BOTTOM SILL MOLDINGS

DEFLECTORS

MOMENTUM
DUAL SPLIT INTEGRATED TAILPIPES AND DIFFUSER

INSCRIPTION & R-DESIGN
DUAL SPLIT INTEGRATED TAILPIPES

V60
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V60

MOMENTUM

INSCRIPTION & R-DESIGN

Dual Split Integrated Tailpipes and Diffuser. These double
integrated split end pipes in stainless steel, and black diffuser, add
to the powerful and exclusive look of your Volvo V60 and give the
visual impression of four end pipes. Included in exterior styling kit.

Dual Split Integrated Tailpipes. These double integrated split
end pipes in stainless steel add to the powerful and exclusive look
of your Volvo V60 and give the visual impression of four
end pipes. Included in exterior styling kit.

$595

$340

Load Carrier. Aerodynamically shaped aluminum wing profile
load carriers feature T-tracks for installing Volvo roof-mounted
accessories.

Protective Steel Grille. The protective steel grille helps contain
cargo in the luggage area, especially when braking sharply. Folds
conveniently against the roof when not in use.

$285

$365

V60
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V60

PROTECTION PACKAGE
PREMIER
Comprised of five popular
accessories including: Rubber
Floor Mats, Plastic Luggage
Compartment Mat, Rear Bumper
Protector, Locking Wheel Bolts,
and License Plate Frame.

$600
REAR BUMPER PROTECTOR

This exclusive load protection in
brushed stainless steel helps you
protect the rear bumper when loading
and unloading cargo.

RUBBER FLOOR MATS

PLASTIC LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT

Volvo floor mats fit perfectly and are
colored coordinated to match the interior.
They are soft and flexible, and have raised
edges all around, protecting the interior
against moisture and dirt. The driver’s
mat has a comfortable textile foot plate
that protects shoes from wear, and each
set of mats includes a tunnel mat for the
passenger compartment floor.

Specially designed for the rear of the V60,
this practical, color-coordinated molded
plastic mat traps dirt and water and
features a high-friction coating to stop
loads from sliding.

V60
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VOLVO LICENSE PLATE FRAME

Add even more luxury to your Volvo with
the bright polished stainless steel slimline
license plate frame. It features a laser
etched Volvo logo and includes four bright
polished acorn mounting nuts.

LOCKING WHEEL BOLTS

Wheel bolts with a special lug “key” to
deter theft. Set of four.

V90

Red Key. Limiting the car’s top speed to 75 mph by default, this
key remote is ideal for young adults that have just learned to
drive. It also limits the audio volume and sets the Adaptive Cruise
Control to the longest possible distance.

$220

Polestar. Need a little extra power when entering the highway
or climbing a steep incline? Polestar is the answer. It’s superefficient tuning software that optimizes the engine performance
by adding more power and torque without affecting fuel economy
or the Volvo factory warranty.

$1,295

V90
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V90

MOMENTUM

INSCRIPTION & R-DESIGN

Dual Split Integrated Tailpipes and Diffuser. These double
integrated split end pipes in stainless steel, and color-matched
diffuser, add to the powerful and exclusive look of your Volvo
V90,and give the visual impression of four end pipes.

Dual Split Integrated Tailpipes. These double integrated split
end pipes in stainless steel add to the powerful and exclusive
look of your Volvo V90 and give the visual impression of four
end pipes.

$570

$275

Load Carrier. Aerodynamically shaped
aluminum wing profile load carriers
feature T-tracks for installing Volvo roofmounted accessories.

$250

Mudflaps. Designed as a natural part
of the car’s wheel arch, these robust
mudflaps protect the body and side
scuff plates from mud and flying stones.
Set of two.

Protective Steel Grille. The protective
steel grille helps contain cargo in the
luggage area, especially when braking
sharply. Folds conveniently against the
roof when not in use.

$185

$385

V90
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V90

PROTECTION PACKAGE
PREMIER
Comprised of five popular
accessories including: Rubber
Floor Mats, Plastic Luggage
Compartment Mat, Rear Bumper
Protector, Locking Wheels Bolt,
and License Plate Frame.

$630
REAR BUMPER PROTECTOR

This exclusive load protection in
brushed stainless steel helps you
protect the rear bumper when loading
and unloading cargo.

RUBBER FLOOR MATS

PLASTIC LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT

Volvo floor mats fit perfectly and are
colored coordinated to match the interior.
They are soft and flexible, and have raised
edges all around, protecting the interior
against moisture and dirt. The driver’s
mat has a comfortable textile foot plate
that protects shoes from wear, and each
set of mats includes a tunnel mat for the
passenger compartment floor.

Specially designed for the rear of the V90,
this practical, color-coordinated molded
plastic mat traps dirt and water and
features a high-friction coating to stop
loads from sliding.

V90
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VOLVO LICENSE PLATE FRAME

Add even more luxury to your Volvo with
the bright polished stainless steel slimline
license plate frame. It features a laser
etched Volvo logo and includes four bright
polished acorn mounting nuts.

LOCKING WHEEL BOLTS

Wheel bolts with a special lug “key” to
deter theft. Set of four.

V90 Cross Country

Red Key. Limiting the car’s top speed to 75 mph by default, this
key remote is ideal for young adults that have just learned to
drive. It also limits the audio volume and sets the Adaptive Cruise
Control to the longest possible distance.

$220

Polestar. Need a little extra power when entering the highway
or climbing a steep incline? Polestar is the answer. It’s superefficient tuning software that optimizes the engine performance
by adding more power and torque without affecting fuel economy
or the Volvo factory warranty.

$1,295

V90 Cross Country
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V90

Cross Country

Side Scuff Plate. Perfectly complementing the car’s exclusive
design, these unique styling elements in brushed stainless steel
enhance the rugged and elegant Cross Country character while
highlighting the raised stance.

Dual Split Integrated Tailpipes. These double integrated split
end pipes in stainless steel add to the powerful and exclusive
look of your Volvo V90 Cross Country and give the visual
impression of four end pipes.

$805

$275

Load Carrier. Aerodynamically shaped aluminum wing profile
load carriers feature T-tracks for installing Volvo roof-mounted
accessories.

Protective Steel Grille. The protective steel grille helps contain
cargo in the luggage area, especially when braking sharply. Folds
conveniently against the roof when not in use.

$250

$385

V90 Cross Country
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V90

Cross Country

20” 5-Double Spoke Matte Black
Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels. Includes
Summer Tires. Specially designed for
the V90 Cross Country, the diamond cut
design of these distinctive wheels adds
to the cars sporty look while offering
excellent road comfort. Set of four.

$2,995

21” 7-Open Spoke Matte Tech Black
Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels. Includes
Summer Tires. These powerful 21” wheels
In expressive diamond cut design enhance
the rugged look of your V90 Cross
Country. Set of four.

$3,395

Trailer Hitch. Semi-electrical retractable tow hitch. Folding out at
the press of a button, this tow hitch is ready for action when you
are. The rest of the time, it’s elegantly hidden beneath the rear
bumper. It integrates seamlessly with the vehicle, has a maximum
towing capacity of 3,500 lbs., and features a Class ll 2” diameter
ball with the electrical socket located in the hitch’s ball neck.
Equipped with Trailer Stability Assist technology.

$1,360

V90 Cross Country
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Mudflaps. Designed as a natural part
of the car’s wheel arch, these robust
mudflaps protect the body and side
scuff plates from mud and flying stones.
Set of two.

$195

V90

Cross Country

PROTECTION PACKAGE
PREMIER
Comprised of five popular
accessories including: Rubber
Floor Mats, Plastic Luggage
Compartment Mat, Rear Bumper
Protector, Locking Wheel Bolts,
and License Plate Frame.

$630
REAR BUMPER PROTECTOR

This exclusive load protection in
brushed stainless steel helps you
protect the rear bumper when loading
and unloading cargo.

RUBBER FLOOR MATS

PLASTIC LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT

Volvo floor mats fit perfectly and are
colored coordinated to match the interior.
They are soft and flexible, and have raised
edges all around, protecting the interior
against moisture and dirt. The driver’s
mat has a comfortable textile foot plate
that protects shoes from wear, and each
set of mats includes a tunnel mat for the
passenger compartment floor.

Specially designed for the rear of the
V90 Cross Country, this practical, colorcoordinated molded plastic mat traps dirt
and water and features a high-friction
coating to stop loads from sliding.

V90 Cross Country
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VOLVO LICENSE PLATE FRAME

Add even more luxury to your Volvo with
the bright polished stainless steel slimline
license plate frame. It features a laser
etched Volvo logo and includes four bright
polished acorn mounting nuts.

LOCKING WHEEL BOLTS

Wheel bolts with a special lug “key” to
deter theft. Set of four.

S60

Red Key. Limiting the car’s top speed to 75 mph by default, this
key remote is ideal for young adults that have just learned to
drive. It also limits the audio volume and sets the Adaptive Cruise
Control to the longest possible distance.

$220

Polestar (Excluding T8). Need a little extra power when entering
the highway or climbing a steep incline? Polestar is the answer.
It’s super-efficient tuning software that optimizes the engine
performance by adding more power and torque without affecting
fuel economy or the Volvo factory warranty.

$1,295

S60
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S60

EXTERIOR STYLING KIT

The kit features color-matched bottom sill moldings and deflectors and unique exhaust tailpipes and a black rear diffuser.

$1775 (Momentum)

$1,520 (Inscription & R-Design)

BOTTOM SILL MOLDINGS

DEFLECTORS

MOMENTUM
DUAL SPLIT INTEGRATED TAILPIPES AND DIFFUSER

INSCRIPTION & R-DESIGN
DUAL SPLIT INTEGRATED TAILPIPES

S60
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S60

MOMENTUM

INSCRIPTION & R-DESIGN

Dual Split Tailpipes and Diffuser. These double integrated
split end pipes in stainless steel, and black diffuser, add to the
powerful and exclusive look of your Volvo S60 and give the visual
impression of four end pipes. Included in exterior styling kit.

Dual Split Integrated Tailpipes. These double integrated split
end pipes in stainless steel add to the powerful and exclusive
look of your Volvo S60 and give the visual impression of four
end pipes. Included in exterior styling kit.

$595

$340

Load Bars. Aerodynamically shaped aluminum wing profile load carriers feature T-tracks for installing Volvo roof-mounted accessories.

$280

S60
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S60

PROTECTION PACKAGE PREMIER

Comprised of four popular accessories including: Rubber Floor Mats, Plastic Luggage Compartment Mat, Locking Wheel Bolts,
and License Plate Frame.

$470

PLASTIC LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT

RUBBER FLOOR MATS

Specially designed for the rear of the S60, this practical, colorcoordinated molded plastic mat traps dirt and water and features
a high-friction coating to stop loads from sliding.

Volvo floor mats fit perfectly and are colored coordinated to
match the interior. They are soft and flexible, and have raised
edges all around, protecting the interior against moisture and dirt.
The driver’s mat has a comfortable textile foot plate that protects
shoes from wear, and each set of mats includes a tunnel mat for
the passenger compartment floor.

LOCKING WHEEL BOLTS

VOLVO LICENSE PLATE FRAME

Wheel bolts with a special lug “key” to deter theft. Set of four.

Add even more luxury to your Volvo with the bright polished
stainless steel slimline license plate frame. It features a laser etched
Volvo logo and includes four bright polished acorn mounting nuts.

S60
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S90

S90

Red Key. Limiting the car’s top speed to 75 mph by default, this
key remote is ideal for young adults that have just learned to
drive. It also limits the audio volume and sets the Adaptive Cruise
Control to the longest possible distance.

$220

Polestar. Need a little extra power when entering the highway
or climbing a steep incline? Polestar is the answer. It’s superefficient tuning software that optimizes the engine performance
by adding more power and torque without affecting fuel economy
or the Volvo factory warranty.

$1,295

S90
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S90

MOMENTUM

INSCRIPTION

Dual Split Integrated Tailpipes and Diffuser. These double
integrated split end pipes in stainless steel, and color-matched
diffuser, add to the powerful and exclusive look of your Volvo S90,
and give the visual impression of four end pipes.

Dual Split Integrated Tailpipes. These double integrated split
end pipes in stainless steel add to the powerful and exclusive
look of your Volvo S90 and give the visual impression of four
end pipes.

$680

$275

S90
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S90

Mudflaps. Designed as a natural part of the car’s wheel arch,
these robust mudflaps protect the body and side scuff plates
from mud and flying stones. Set of two.

Trunk Spoiler. A color-matched trunk lid spoiler that enhances
the S90’s personality.

$395

$185

Load Bars. Aerodynamically shaped aluminum wing profile load carriers feature T-tracks for installing Volvo roof-mounted accessories.

$270

S90
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S90

PROTECTION PACKAGE PREMIER

Comprised of four popular accessories including: Rubber Floor Mats, Plastic Luggage Compartment Mat, Locking Wheel Bolts,
and License Plate Frame.

$465

PLASTIC LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT

RUBBER FLOOR MATS

Specially designed for the rear of the S90, this practical, colorcoordinated molded plastic mat traps dirt and water and features
a high-friction coating to stop loads from sliding.

Volvo floor mats fit perfectly and are colored coordinated to
match the interior. They are soft and flexible, and have raised
edges all around, protecting the interior against moisture and dirt.
The driver’s mat has a comfortable textile foot plate that protects
shoes from wear, and each set of mats includes a tunnel mat for
the passenger compartment floor.

LOCKING WHEEL BOLTS

VOLVO LICENSE PLATE FRAME

Add even more luxury to your Volvo with the bright polished
stainless steel slimline license plate frame. It features a laser etched
Volvo logo and includes four bright polished acorn mounting nuts.

Wheel bolts with a special lug “key” to deter theft. Set of four.

S90
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Please note: Some of the information in this brochure may be incorrect due to changes in product specifications that may have occurred since publishing.
Some of the equipment described or shown may now only be available at extra cost. Before ordering, please ask your Volvo dealer for the latest
information. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes at any time and without notice to prices, colors, materials, specifications and models.
2019

FIND MORE ACCESSORIES AT ACCESSORIES.VOLVOCARS.COM

